(1) F(s) = 2>"exp(-Xnj) n=l (s = o-+ it, 0 g Xi < X2 < • • • < X"-» + oo).
When we vary coefficients {a"}, this change has some influence upon singularities. O. SzÁsz's Theorem. Let (1) have the finite simple convergenceabscissa a,. If limn,oo log n/\n = 0, then there exists a sequence {e"} (en= ±1) such that 2^1n-i an«n exp (-X"s) has 0=0, as the natural boundary.
In this note, we shall prove the following theorem of the same type:
Theorem.
Let ( = Xi-i a»( exP (aöAnjXexp (-\nis) has the simple convergenceabscissa <r" where (i) 6 is a real constant, (ii) a is a constant determined later. Hence Gi(s) = ]C«(£k) °» exP (-X"s) is simply convergent at least for <r><7,. Now let us put (4) F(s;0,a) =Gi(s;B,a)+Gi(s), which is evidently simply convergent at least for <r>a,.
Denote by E(0, a) the set of regular points of F(s; 0, a) on a-= cr" which is clearly an open set. Then we can prove that (5) £(0i, a) r\ E(8i, a) = 0 for 0X ^ 02.
In fact, if there should exist a point f on a = a, such that ££F(0i, a) (~\E(0i, a) 7*0, then F(s; 0lt a) -F(s; 02, a) would be regular at s = £.
On the other hand, since 
